Persistent lung oscillator response to CO2 after buccal oscillator inhibition in the adult frog.
The automatic ventilatory drive in amphibians depends on two oscillators interacting with each other, the gill/buccal and lung oscillators. The lung oscillator would be homologous to the mammalian pre-Bötzinger complex and the gill/buccal oscillator homologous to the mammalian parafacial respiratory group/retrotrapezoid nucleus (pFRG/RTN). Dysfunction of the pFRG/RTN has been involved in the development of respiratory diseases associated to the loss of CO(2) chemosensitivity such as the congenital central hypoventilation syndrome. Here, on adult in vitro isolated frog brainstem, consequences of the buccal oscillator inhibition (by reducing Cl(-)) were evaluated on the respiratory rhythm developed by the lung oscillator under hypercapnic challenges. Our results show that under low Cl(-) concentration (i) the buccal oscillator is strongly inhibited and the lung burst frequency and amplitude decreased and (ii) it persists a powerful CO(2) chemosensitivity. In conclusion, in frog, the CO(2) chemosensitivity depends on cellular contingent(s) whose the functioning is independent of the concentration of Cl(-) and origin remains unknown.